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Abstract: Cloud infrastructure Resources hosted in Data
Centers, support the effective execution of Cloud computing
applications. Given the increased adoption of the Cloud
Computing Applications and the Businesses getting to be
Data-driven, there is a huge increase in the number of Data
Centers and the Size and amount of resources hosted in these Data
Centers. These Data Center resources consume a significant
amount of energy and this continuous scaling of the resources is
leading to increased power consumption and a large carbon
footprint. Given our fragile eco-system, optimization of the Data
Center resources for energy conservation and thus the carbon
footprint is the primary area of our focus. Businesses also need to
satisfy QoS guarantees on Availability to their customers.
Optimization towards Energy efficiencies may compromise on the
Availability and thus may warrant a trade-off, and a need for them
to be considered together. Although there have been numerous
studies towards Energy efficiencies, most of them have been
focused on only energy. In this paper, we initially segregate
Optimization activities towards the Data Center resources like
Compute, Network, and Storage. We then study the different
control parameters or approaches which will lead to meeting the
objectives of Energy Efficiencies, Availability and Energy
Efficiency constrained with Availability. Thus, this will support
the selection of approaches for the optimization of energy while
meeting the QoS Availability requirement.
Keywords: Availability, Data Center Resources, Energy
Efficiency, Optimization, QoS

I. INTRODUCTION

Data explosion in the last decade due to the availability
and adoption of a plethora of devices and Applications
creating data has led to this data permeating into our lives and
Businesses. This data and its availability in this bustling
data-driven economy are fast getting to be one of the major
success factors for the Business. The hosting of these
applications and the data in a scalable Data Center is now the
prominent and preferred approach. This is leading to growth
in the number, and the volume of resources hosted in these
Data Center. These Data Center consume significant power,
and according to Statistics in [1], the total energy consumed

in countries in 2006 was to the tune of 61 billion KWH,
which increased to 100 billion KWH in 2011 [2]. This is
getting to be ~1.4% of the world’s electricity consumption.
This high energy-consuming Data Centers are increasing the
Carbon footprint at the rate of 6% and is expected to be at
10-12% by 2020 [3], thus causing damage to our
environment, which has been one of the major global
concerns in the last few years.
Energy consumed in these Data Center is from the non-IT
components like the Power sources, Power converters, Power
distribution units, Cooling related components like the
CRAC units, Chillers, lighting, and other infrastructure
components and IT components like the Server, Networking
and Storage. These Active IT resources of the Data Center
viz. Server, Networking Equipment and Storage consume
~45% of the Data Center Energy [4].
Data which is one the major success factors for Businesses
in our data-driven economy is hosted in the Cloud Data
Center infrastructure, Availability considerations for the
storage resources hosting this data is also a critical factor to
be addressed while administering the Data Center.
Energy optimization and Availability of these Active
components are areas of major focus for the Cloud and Data
Center Research.
Several studies have been carried out towards the
optimization of energy and Availability.
To get a holistic view of all the optimization activities
towards these Energy and Availability objectives, we have
segregated the work based on different Data Center resources
viz. Compute, Network and Storage. Activities within each of
these have been aggregated and focused as Surveys, based on
their control parameters or approaches as below.
Summary of Data Center Resource Surveys

Table- I: Compute Resource Optimization Studies
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or by building in resilience into the Compute
infrastructure.
B. Control Parameters for Optimization and the
Associated work
The following are the base parameters or approaches
considered for driving the optimizations along with
references towards the research work, associated with these.
There a few more parameters like the VM Size i.e. in terms of
pre-fixed sized or few custom sized pre-fixed sized VMs like
with AWS v/s custom sizes or in terms of cost as with the
work [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45] looking at pricing,
brokering or Auctions to manage the trade-off between
over-provisioning for peak and risk of performance and cost.

Table- II: Network Resource Optimization Studies

Table- III: Storage Resource Optimization Studies
In the subsequent sections, we look at Optimizations done
towards each of the Data Center resources viz. Compute in
the granularity of VMs, Network, and Storage, around the
few objectives of our focus, while considering the different
control parameters. We also specifically explore work that
has looked at energy optimization along with Availability
considerations.
II. COMPUTE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Compute resources contribute significantly towards a
Data Center energy consumption and the optimization
activities would be around the VM, the granular view of the
Compute.

orchestrate the parameters for Dynamic Power
Management (DPM) considering the leakage short circuit
current, switched capacitance and clock rates or dynamically
scale to the voltage and frequency (DVFS) by estimating the
total CPU frequency required for supporting the
responsiveness, and computing the frequency and number of
Servers needed for that [50].
▪ Locations of the Physical Servers hosting the VMs
There has been work on locating Data centers like the
Ballengen’s Kolos facility near the Arctic or the Data Center
set up by Facebook in northern Sweden, in geographical
locations which need minimal cooling [176] and leveraging
this for energy efficiencies in terms of reduced need for
cooling and also towards Disaster recovery [51], [52]. There
have also been other approaches to move computing to the
Edge like what is now called Edge Data Centers, closer to the
users as part of Edge computing, where the performance and
latency challenges are addressed [177],[178].

A. Optimization Objectives
VM provisioning can be visualized as in Fig.1.

Fig. 1.VM Provisioning into Physical Machines
There can be several optimization objectives including
Performance and Cost associated with VMs, but this study
focuses on
1. Reduction in Power or Energy consumed
2. Meeting the QoS Availability expectation
Availability from a Data Center Compute perspective
is typically supported through VM replication. Some
of the other approaches that help supporting
Availability are by scaling to the resource
requirements of Applications, increasing Reliability
by reducing failures or increasing MTBF, impacts of
failures and recovery from failure by reducing MTTR
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▪ Technologies and operating modes of components on
the Physical Server
There are optimization approaches that choose
technologies like CMOS which have different energy
characteristics due to leakage power caused by leakage
current [36]. There are also approaches as seen with
[46],[47],[48],[49] which based on the Power
computation below,

▪ Utilization of the Physical Servers
Servers are typically not evenly loaded and are not
continuously in a utilized state but consume energy. Bringing
down the active physical servers will decrease the energy
consumed. There have work which has been explored
towards achieving this, like with the initial static placements
of VMs [53], or allocation based on optimal resources needed
[54], or allocation and placement based on probabilistic
prediction of the application resource needs [13], or
deploying the VM initially using statistical assignment, and
then migrating for optimization [55], or reliably assessing
the resource needs using ML and then deploying the VMs [6]
or by adjustment the VM allocations based on utilization
[56].
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This optimization could also be done by Reallocations or
Dynamic placements of the VMs into the Physical Machines
[57], [12].
▪ QoS Factors
Redundancies built through Replication are supported by
provisioning and scheduling multiple copies of the VMs
as needed to support the QoS Availability requirement.
There are various approaches for VM placement which
factor in Availability as seen with the Survey [23].
There are ones which, as a policy keep the availability in
context and look to allocate resources to either scale
horizontally or vertically as with [58],[59]. Approach as
with [60] focuses on Resilience to support Availability
using an Exact solution based on heuristics. The approach
in [61] forms a failover group to support Availability by
being aware of the component availability characteristic
and their interdependencies. Some approaches as with
[62] increase the fault tolerance of the VMs using
mechanisms as Virtualization Fault Tolerance (VFT) by
extending Xen and Nebula. The approach in [63] models
Availability using Markov-based models to reduce the
number of faults. Approaches as with [64] support
Application Availability, after VM provisioning by
keeping track of the health of the VM through Heartbeat
and migration as needed. There are approaches like [65]
define an Availability, Migration and Recovery policy for
a VM, and look to support VM availability through
migration.
▪ Orchestration of provisioning & Scheduling of VMs to
the Physical Servers
All of the above orchestration approaches from the choice of
the technologies and operating modes to the utilization of the
Servers are looking indirectly for energy efficiencies.
Approaches as with [66] look at focusing the workload to a
small number of physical nodes to enhance Energy
efficiencies [67] or using five diverse power management
policies [68]. The work in [69] considers the high resource
dynamics, latencies of taking the processors to low power
states uses a meta-scheduler to map VMs to Servers using
utilization based on the workload prediction. Mistral, a
framework [70] has been used to control and orchestrate for
efficiencies towards energy and performance. The approach
in [71] estimates the energy consumed and schedules based
on
the
same.
Other
work
as
with
[72],[73],[74],[75],[76],[77],[78],[79],[80],[81],[82]
orchestrate VMs to the Physical Machines with a focus on
conservation of energy.
C. Energy-Efficient Optimization with Availability
constraints
There have been approaches that have looked at
scheduling VMs while keeping energy and Reliability as a
constraint as with [83]. The approach in [84] characterizes
workload data, and clusters the same for both user and VM
requests, and orchestrates resources, by estimating the future
workload and thus scaling for energy efficiencies and
Availability.
Some other approaches have looked at
enhancing the Availability by using Reliability, like the
Availability and Maintainability (RAM) model to analyze the
riskiness and the impact of interactions between different
components and enabling identification and taking measures
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for energy efficiencies [85].
The approach in [86] uses the lowest energy cost with
minimal deadline miss ratio (thereby increasing Availability)
as a significant factor for migration for fault resolution. The
work in [87] models support for Availability, by dividing
Cloud Data Centers into a hierarchy of failure zones viz. a
complete Data Center, a Zone or a Sector or an Aisle or a
Rack or a Server within a Data Center which has the granular
probability of failure. VM replicas are scheduled to different
failure zones navigating a hierarchical tree based on the
survivability of the failure zone and thus supporting
Availability. Energy optimization is then done within the
failure zone by the choice of the Physical machine with the
lowest energy cost using Gravity Algorithm, an enhanced
variant of the Hill Climbing Algorithm providing a Global
Minima, and thus supporting Availability with optimization
for energy efficiencies.
In the case of faults in the environment, there has been
work to reduce the time for which the Data Center equipment
would need to be down, by monitoring the events raised using
a multilayer node event processing (MNEP) mechanism and
thus increase its Availability [88].
Cooling and improper management of temperature will
have an impact on the optimal functioning and operation of
the Data Center resources. The work in [67] considers the
temperature of these active devices and ensures that the
cooling system is functioning appropriately for the optimal
performance of the resources.
All of the above approaches look at QoS Availability as an
additional constraint over the Energy efficiencies while
scheduling VMs to PMs.
III. NETWORK RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Data Center Networking typically has the goal of ensuring
that latencies observed during data exchanges are acceptable
and support the QoS requirements of the Applications. These
goals are challenging due to the need for the network, to scale
and be efficient in terms of energy and cost.
The following sections discuss the Optimization objectives
and the control parameters for achieving these objectives and
the research work towards them.
A. Optimization Objectives
Given the focus on the reduction of Energy and
Availability of the Data Center Network resources, although
there can be several other optimization objectives including
cost, Performance (considered with Availability), this study
focuses on
1. Reduction in Power or Energy consumed
2. Meeting the QoS Availability expectation
Given that there is no standard articulation of
Network Availability in a Data Center we define it as
the ability to support expected throughput with
acceptable latencies, even under a non-uniform
volume of traffic, with provisioned Network
Capacities, within the Reliability & Failure
characteristics
of
the
available
Network
Infrastructure.
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B. Control Parameters for Optimization and the
Associated work
The following parameters are considered for controlling
the Network optimizations viz. Architecture, choice of
technologies and operating modes, consolidation and
balancing of the loads and virtualization which facilitates
scaling, resiliency to faults and energy optimization.
These optimization approaches and the references to the
research work associated with them are as below:
▪ Architecture or topology of the Data Center Network
The choice of the Architecture has a bearing on the
scalability, cost, fault tolerance and power consumption
of the DCN.

Fig. 2. High-Level Classification of NW
Architecture
Different work towards the Architectures as in Fig.2. look to
address some of the network issues and influence energy
consumed as below:
• Switch centric, where the focus is interconnection,
routing and connecting users to the cloud, and work as in
[89],[90],[91],[92] addresses over-subscription, agility,
server-to-server traffic flow load balancing, etc.
• Server centric Architectures where packet forwarding
and routing forms the core of the Architecture as in [92],
[93], [94]
These Architectures have different energy profiles and
positively increases energy efficiencies in some specific
scenarios. The Balanced Tree Switch Centric Architecture a
variant of [89] is found to consumes the least power
irrespective of the number of Servers.
▪ Technologies of the Network Components and their
Operating modes
The choice of technology of the Network components,
whether Electrical, Optical or Hybrid, for the network to
send across packets, has a bearing on the energy
consumed, bandwidth and the ability to send to higher
distances are deliberated in [95],[96],[97],[98],
[99],[100].
Network devices like the hubs, switches, and routers have
operating modes that conserve energy and devices are
orchestrated as with [101], to move the devices into these
states for the max amount of time. Techniques like DVS,
DVFS have also been employed in conjunction with the
VM computes to achieve the optimization goals as with
[46],[47],[48],[49],[50],[102],[103].
There have also been activities to route network traffic in
a manner, which enables network devices to be moved to
low power states as in [104],[105] for energy-efficiency.
Network speeds or rates have been adopted through DVM
or by shaping traffic into bursts, in [106], based on the
load determined as optimal or practical (using history).
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▪ Network Static and Dynamic load management
Network traffic tends to be bursty. Thus, factoring in the
load, either based on historic patterns or dynamically
based on the network state, will actively manage the
power consumed of the network components and thus
help towards the optimization objectives.
There have been approaches [105],[107],[108],[109]
which look to allocate computing resources and network
paths simultaneously which can minimize energy
consumption. There have also been approaches as with
[110] where the load-based energy consumption profile is
factored in for energy-aware routing. The work in [111],
[112] look to selectively and transparently move idle
devices to a low power state. There has been work as in
[113], where VM placements are made with the
awareness of traffic.
▪ Virtualization
There have been researched approaches that optimize
energy efficiencies through VM migrations using
Virtualization, where services are moved around
transparently as if connected to the same switch, thus
helping the migration of VMs [109]. Virtualization could
be implemented as a software component or using
additional Hardware like fabric managers while factoring
in the Network load as seen in [89], [90], [114]. VM live
migrations have also been implemented which factor in
the network load added due to the migration, and ensure
effective bandwidth utilization [66], [115].
There have also been approaches like [89] where a special
flat addressing scheme is used for separating the Server
names and location making it location-independent
addressing. Similar location-independent addressing is
used while consolidating network load and traffic into a
select cluster thus enabling lightly loaded devices to be
moved to a low power state. [90] uses Pseudo MACs to
handle issues related to VLANs, ACLs, Broadcast
domains.
Some approaches like [116], [117] look at traffic flow
routing with energy reduction as a focus. There are also
SDN based algorithmic approaches in [118],[119], which
have been looked at for energy efficiencies.
▪ QoS factors
There has been work towards making the network to be
Available, by supporting workload beyond the
provisioned capacity, by migrating unmodified workloads
to other Data Centers while retaining the networking
configuration parameters as with [120].
There have also been various approaches to support
Availability by addressing non-uniformity of workloads
and failures, like by balancing the load in various points
on the network [121],[122] or by assessing the risk of
failures and recovery times to support resilience [123], or
by using different architectures [124]. There have been
approaches that look to avoid congestion by Multipathing
[125], or by dynamically reconfiguring and creating
latency-sensitive paths based on the size of workflows as
with [126],[127],[128] while keeping the planned
latencies.
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An approach like in [124] considers different
architectures to address the risk of failures and those like
[129] use heterogeneous network service chaining to
support network service availability.
C. Energy-Efficient Optimization with Availability
constraints
There have been approaches that consider Network Energy
Efficiencies with the QoS Availability constraint in a Data
Center environment.
There's been work towards providing Availability by
managing the bandwidth and the duration of the bandwidth of
network paths used for communication, factoring in the
energy efficiency and orchestrating the schedule of the data
flow based on the heuristics of the communication pattern
[130] at the time of VM Scheduling.
There have also been approaches which have looked to
manage the responsiveness and Latency to ensure
Availability during high workload, by using Multipathing
and using the multiple paths for Availability through
redundancy [131] or by using predictive ML-based Auto
scaling mechanisms which manage responsiveness and
latency aligned to the QoS expectation [132], or by avoiding
congestion through per packet-based energy-aware segment
routing and load balancing in SDNs while turning of links for
energy efficiencies [133].
Some approaches have looked at the impacts of moving
network devices into energy-conserving low power states
[134] which typically may increase the failure rate of the
devices and thus the Availability [135]. There are also work
which have explored in Optical core networks, usage of
optical components for energy efficiencies and the trade-off
for acceptable failure rates for non-impact to Availability
[136]. Some approaches have also looked at supporting
Availability by avoiding blocking probability in the network
as a trade-off to energy [137]. Given that the components can
fail, some approaches have looked at graceful degradation of
performance on component failure, keeping the energy as a
constraint and supporting Availability through redundancy
and failover [138].
IV. STORAGE RESOURCE OPTIMIZATION
Storage components are estimated to have ~27% influence
on the performance and the energy consumption in a Data
Center. The capacity needing to be supported by the Storage
devices has been geometrically increasing and is expected to
be around 2PB. This leads to challenges for supporting IO
performance, Size, Energy, Reliability, Availability,
Security, etc.
A. Optimization Objective
Several optimizing goals can exist on the Storage
components of the Data Center to ensure that all the
challenges are addressed effectively. We have chosen the
following objectives as part of our study
1. Reduction in Power or Energy consumed
2. Meeting the QoS Availability expectation
Given that there is no standard definition of Storage
Availability in a Data Center, we define it as the
ability to support storage capacity when needed, with
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read and write latencies meeting the expectations for
the workload, with reliability in terms of resilience
and recoverability of the data in case of errors/failures
or Data corruption.
B. Control Parameters for Optimization and the
Associated work
The following parameters are considered for controlling
the Storage optimizations viz. choice of components and
devices based on the technologies, or disk modes and states,
or by using techniques like Caching, Load balancing, Tiering
or Virtualization for IO performance and effective utilization
of the disks, or by reducing the data footprint to be stored in
the Data Center, or by optimizing on the capacity and energy
consumed or by keeping the focus on Reliability and
Availability by factoring in faults of the storage devices.
These optimization approaches and the references to the
research work associated with them are as below
▪ Choice of storage components and devices based on
technologies
There has been work on considering different kinds of
HDDs in terms of form-factor, capacity, operational
speed of disks, energy, protocols which they can
support like the IDE, SATA, SAS, SCSI, FC with
different design objectives and overheads, or
technologies like SSDs, DRAMs, NVRAMs, etc. in
[139],[140], [141] and [142].
There have also been approaches that have looked at
grouping disks of different technologies to build a disk
hierarchy with low and high-power disks, and use this
tiering as a mechanism for the optimization. [143],
[144].
▪ Disk Mode and States:
Disks have modes where the speed of the disk spindles
as with DRPM can be varied and they also have a low
power consumption inactive state and a normal active
state, which can be orchestrated for power efficiencies.
Approaches as with [147], [148] have used DRPM for
energy efficiencies. There have also been approaches
that spin down disk adaptively for managing power
distributed to the disk drive [139].
Approaches have been proposed to keep the disks in the
Inactive state, by keeping the data access to locations
which need lower power [146] [149]. There are also
approaches which based on the workload, offload the
data to different permanent stores to reduce the spin
down and spin of disks [157] or in disk arrays where
data is concentrated to a few disks with Popular Data
Concentration PDC [158] to enable moving disks to low
power states. These have also been explored in
RAID-based systems, where RAID data blocks have
been grouped together and dynamically rearranged
based on the workload to enable most disks to be
power-saving modes as with [150]. There have also
been approaches that manage the storage queue depth
for power efficiencies keeping the performance in
context as with [151].
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▪ Cache Based Approaches
There have been several approaches that have looked at
Caching as a mechanism for optimizing energy and
performance.
Some of them have a small amount of NVcache built
into the Disks which help with the performance as with
[139]. The MAID approach [152], based on the
workload/Application profile, uses a small number of
the total available drives as a data cache for all the data
and provides energy efficiencies by moving the rest of
the disks to power-saving state. The work in [149] looks
to lay out the data with power in consideration, into a
cache disk based on the Application profile. There have
been other optimization approaches using Cache, which
populate the cache based on a prediction from historic
traces [153] or structure the writes to the disks from the
cache with energy into consideration [154].
There are also cache-aware algorithms which when
working with RAIDs use techniques like TRAs to
increase the hits to the cache, and thus reduce the need
to access the disks for longer times and allow the disks
to be in the spun-down state and conserve power [155]
or use hierarchical caches as with [156] or use TRCs
and TRDs (Transformable Reads on Cache’s or Disk’s)
for energy conservation. The approach in [153] uses
offline-online Power-aware Algorithms that address
Cache misses and cache replacement using storage
management policies and optimize on energy.
▪ IO Load Sharing
There have been approaches towards provisioning
Storage IO resources based on the workload to ensure
IO performance, by considering simple fairness, like
proportional share allocation or approaches like the
reward Scheduler which provides an incentive to
processes which have better runtime characteristics
[163], or a scheduling policy like vFair for sharing the
IO load regardless of IO workload pattern [164], or a
scheduling approach where a fair share is computed,
and when bottlenecked, provide a share proportional to
the fair share as in [165]. The approach in [166] looks to
increase the load sharing capacity by using tiered
storage consisting of SSDs and a technique like a
reward scheduling which favors the clients whose IOs
are less costly on the backend storage array. There are
also approaches which use Hybrid disks and Hybrid
Storage Algorithms for efficiencies [39].
▪ Capacity Optimizing Technologies
Given the increasing need for storage resources, usage
of provisioned capacity has a significant bearing on all
of the above optimizing parameters. Technologies like
Delta snapshots, Thin provisioning, Advanced RAID,
Data De-duplication and Compression [142] have been
explored to reduce the data footprint and thus
optimizing on the need for storage capacity and hence
the energy in Data Centers.
▪ Energy Efficiencies
Several approaches have been considered in Data Centers
which are focused on conserving energy consumed by the
Storage devices. The orchestrations as seen with [146] to
[158] above focus on energy efficiencies along with other
control parameters.
There are also approaches where load-based optimization
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for energy conservation in terms of multi-speed disks
used in an environment with disk speeds are reduced
based on the loads [167], switching off systems/disks in
the cluster with optimization based on load balancing
[162].
There has also been work that looks at the stimulus
responses of a disk [159] and models the dynamic power
characteristics for a historic workload IO traces [160],
which in turn is used for predicting the energy
characteristics and optimization for energy efficiencies
[161]. The approach with [168] assesses the data patterns
and distributes the data onto a hybrid set of devices. These
are also followed inside enterprise-class storage arrays
which are hosted in Data Center, by implementing
heuristics-based policies to drive the data into a
heterogeneous set of disks like SSD and HDDs both
through initial allocation and through automatic migration
[169].
▪ Optimizations based on Availability
There have been approaches as with [170] where a local
Storage Array in the Application environment is used to
front a Cloud Storage array in a Cloud Datacenter, and
pseudo availability is supported by using heartbeats to
identify the accessibility of the Data Center Storage
Array.
There are approaches as in [171] where virtual storage is
created within the storage device and in case of
issues/errors/failures, the data is rebuilt within the device
transparent to the Application and thus supporting
Availability. The work in [172] uses a thin layer of
Storage management and provides tolerance to failures by
sharding and associating the shards with parity or error
correction codes and thus supports recreation even in case
of non-availability of the replications and a Hierarchical
Storage policy, and data spreading policy has been used to
tolerate failures and thus increasing the Availability.
C. Energy-Efficient Optimization with Availability
constraints
There are approaches as with [162] which using the SSD
Staged, Energy Efficient Object Storage Architecture, which
uses a small SSD staging layer, complemented with niche
Algorithms, and provides performance and energy
enhancements, without compromising on Availability. The
work in [174], caps the power of the storage device in a
power-controlled mode, by adjusting the storage transaction
queue depth for I/O performance, and thus supports
Availability. The work by [37] considers technologies like
SSDs, NVM and techniques like Caching and Tiering to
increase Availability by considering performance,
replication, reliability and energy awareness. There is also
work by [175] which overprovisions and uses two data
storage areas in memory with energy consideration and
alleviates the failure characteristics of SSDs by minimizes
the impact of wear and thus supports Availability.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the work discussed above based on the different
control parameters or approaches can be summarized as in
Table IV below.

Table- IV: Summary of the Research Work References
Given that Availability is predominantly supported by
Redundancy, supporting Availability in most scenarios
increases the energy consumption in the Data Center. Thus,
approaches that look to optimize energy efficiency should
also simultaneously consider Availability, as there may be a
need for a trade-off. As can be seen from Table IV above, a
significant amount of work is focused only on the
independent optimization goals of Energy and Availability,
with very less focus on Energy along with Availability.
VI. CONCLUSION
There have been several diverse research approaches
considering the energy efficiencies of Data Center Resources
for specific contexts as seen above. These approaches ensure
the adequate but optimal capacity of resources to be available
in the Data Center to support the needs of the Applications, at
a minimal cost, while supporting QoS requirements like
Performance, Reliability, Availability, etc.
As seen in Table IV, most Energy Optimization activities
in the Data Center have kept energy as the sole focus. There
are also a few approaches that have only considered the
Availability requirements. There have not been many studies
that have factored in Energy and Availability requirements
simultaneously, which at times may need a trade-off. So,
using the interpretation of Availability as discussed above for
each of the Data Center resources, this study identifies the
need for considering approaches for Energy while factoring
in Availability simultaneously across the different Data
Center Resources.
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